
Your local green grocer has asked you to produce a point of sale display to go above the
fruit and vegetables in their shop. They want the display to be seen from the street
through the shop window to attract passing shoppers in order to boost their trade. The
shop is in a small precinct which also houses a baker, a newsagent, an independent shoe
shop and is on the route to and from a well respected primary school.
The final reproduction size will be 2 x A1 landscape so you will need to produce your
artwork at a smaller scale.
Either take photographs, create illustrations or use a combination to develop two images
– one of fruit and one of vegetables. For each range you may choose an individual piece,
dissected or partly sliced sections, or create a group of several pieces.
Then identify any wording you might want to use. The most important things to
remember are what the shopkeeper wants to achieve and who the message is for (the
audience). The posters will be seen from quite a distance and mainly in people’s
peripheral vision so the visuals need to be clear and dynamic.
Illustrating food is a challenging area of work. Focus on the food in your image.
Remember to create a visual distance between you and the food. Put yourself in the
place of the customer and ask, “Does this look edible? Would I like to eat it?”. Be
especially conscious of the way you use colour to describe tone, shadow and surface
marks – poor colour choices can result in food looking mouldy, battered, and ultimately
unappetising.
Identify the most appropriate software to complete the job. You will need to create a folder in which
to keep your files.
Ask yourself and, if you can, other people how well the designs work. Have you included enough or too much
information? Make notes in your learning log.

Point of sale display

A point-of-sale display (POS display) is a specialized form of sales promotion that is found near, on, or 
next to a checkout counter (the "point of sale"). They are intended to draw the customers' attention to 
products, which may be new products, or on special offer, and are also used to promote special events, 
e.g. seasonal or holiday-time sales. POS displays can include free standing display units (FSDU), shelf 

edging, dummy packs, strut cards, standees, hanging signs, counter display units (CDU), display packs, 
endcaps, display stands, mobiles, posters, and banners.[1] POS can also refer to systems used to record 
transactions between the customer and the commerce. [2] 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_sale_display> 

POS and POP are common terms in the world of retail and marketing but the problem is that 
different people use the words to mean quite different things. So what do the terms POS and 
POP actually mean and what are the differences? – it depends who you ask!

The essentials

POS is an abbreviation for Point of Sale

POP is an abbreviation for Point of Purchase

In store promotion

In the field of print and graphics within the UK POS usually refers to printed material used to support 
a sales proposition. It is the sign that tells the customer about the product on display or the poster 
used to advertise an offer or promotion.

POP can be used in a similar context especially in North America. In the UK POP is more likely to be 
used to describe the branded stands used to display products, which naturally can also be printed 
with a sales message. For example the POP awards attract entries from designers of product 
merchandising stands, e.g. the stands used by cosmetic companies to present their products in 
department stores.

As a generalisation POS is usually two dimensional and POP is 3D.

From <https://www.sign-holders.co.uk/blog/2018/05/25/what-do-the-terms-pos-and-pop-mean/> 

Examples of award (or recognised) POS photos

Point of sale display
04 June 2019 17:42
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From <https://www.pinterest.ch/pin/501518108476104359/> 

From <https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/fruit-and-veg/peas-please-kicks-off-campaign-for-
vegetable-advertising-fund/562405.article> 

From <https://adage.com/creativity/work/inglorious-fruits-and-vegetables/35616> 

From <https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/mar/23/why-fruit-and-vegetables-have-become-their-own-
brand> 

IDEA

To fight against food waste, Intermarché, the 3rd largest supermarkets 

chain in France, decided to sell (30% cheaper) the non-calibrated and 

imperfect fruits and vegetables: “the inglorious fruits and vegetables”.

IMPLEMENTATION

Intermarché launched a massive global campaign to rehabilitate and glorify 

them, with print, billboards, TV, radio, PR, and Intermarché’s catalogues 

and social media platforms. The stores were rebranded “inglorious”, from 

floor to ceiling, and finally, for people to realize that they were just as good 

as the others, Intermarché designed and distributed inglorious vegetables 

soups and inglorious fruit juices. 

RESULTS

This initiative is a complete success because it’s a win-win-win campaign : 
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This initiative is a complete success because it’s a win-win-win campaign : 

consumers get the same quality products for cheaper, the growers get 

money for products that are usually thrown away and Intermarché increase 

its business by selling a brand new line of products. The following figures 

are there to prove it.

From <http://itm.marcelww.com/inglorious/> 

Healthy eating starts with a balanced, varied diet, and making sure you're getting enough fruit and vegetables is key. Find out 
how much constitutes a portion of your five-a-day with our handy infographic...
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View, download and print the sections of this graphic:
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How to take food shots

How To Photograph Fruits and Vegetables

By Darina Kopcok 

A- A+ 
Fruits and vegetables are some of the best and most interesting subjects to shoot in food photography.
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They are naturally attractive, colourful, and full of texture. Playing up their best features just takes a bit of planning before you pick 

up your camera.

Here are 11 tips to help you create mouthwatering vegetable and fruit photography.

11. Use the Best Quality Produce for Better Images
When it comes to shooting fruit and vegetables, choose the cream of the crop.

Spend extra time picking your produce. Make sure it’s perfect. This might mean going to the farmer’s market instead of the 

grocery store. Or hitting up some of the better quality organic shops.

Food stylists have been known to drive around to several stores in search of the best items they can find.

Check carefully for bruises and blemishes, or any wilting in your greens. Look for the general freshness of the items. Produc e that 

is even slightly tired will look terrible to the camera.

If you have a choice, photograph only what is in season. It will naturally be at its peak and looking its best.

Some fruits and vegetables will stay fresh looking while you shoot them. Others, like artichokes or cut apples, might brown 

quickly.

A styling trick is to soak the fruit or vegetable in a mixture of water and ascorbic acid. This is a component of vitamin C, and will 

help keep them fresh.

This product is readily available. The most popular name brand is Fruit Fresh.

10. How to Light Fruit and Vegetable Photography
Whether you’re shooting in natural or artificial light, the quality of that light will be the biggest factor in the quality o f your image.

If you’re not confident using flash, use a constant light. That way you can see how the light is falling on your subject. Or you can 

stick to natural light.

Plan to shoot at a time of day when light is abundant and diffuse it for a softer look.

If you want to really bring out the texture in your subject, use backlighting. Make sure your light source is coming from 

behind. Bounce some of it back onto your scene from the front with a reflector.

Backlighting has the tendency to blow out the back of an image without casting enough light on objects in the front of the fr ame. 

Make sure that the light is balanced by playing with the distance of it to your set.

Side lighting or side backlighting are also great options.

Don’t light from the front. This can create unwanted shadows and cause the image to fall flat.

To get the most out of your lighting, always use reflectors to block or bounce the light. Use diffusers to soften it.
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9. Style Your Fruits and Veggies With a Spritz of Water and 

Glycerin
The aim of food photography is to highlight the best features of the food. It should make your viewer want to eat it.

This might mean placing some peaches or plums in a bowl. And giving them a spritz of water to give the viewer the idea that t he 

fruit has been freshly picked.

If you’re taking this approach, I recommend getting a small spray bottle with a fine mist. Use a 50/50 mix of water and glycerin to 

get your produce camera ready.

Glycerin is an inexpensive item you can find in the beauty section of the drug store. Combining it with water will make sure that 

your water droplets don’t evaporate immediately after you spray the produce. In fact, it will last until you wash it off.

Just make sure you don’t take a bite out of those plums. Glycerin is not food safe.

Get creative with your styling.

Try cutting the fruit into pieces to show their insides and add different shapes to your scene. Use drips of juice or water t o add the 

idea of freshness and juiciness.

8. Take Macro Photos of Fruits to Highlight Their Texture
Fruits and vegetables are the perfect subject for those macro shots.

It doesn’t always make sense to take a super close-up shot of a lasagna. The viewer might not understand what they are seeing. 

But the same treatment given to a kiwi is immediately translatable.

When you’re working with macro photography, you have a very shallow depth-of-field. A lot of your subject might be out of focus.
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If this is not suitable for your subject, you might want to take three images with different focus points. Combine them using focus 

stacking in Photoshop for one image that is sharp throughout.

7. Use Few Props to Keep Attention on the Main Subject
A simple approach is usually best when photographing fruits and vegetables.

They are already beautiful subjects that can stand on their own.

A dish like pasta usually needs a bowl of parmesan, some cutlery or linen, or other small touches to create a good 

composition. With fruits and vegetables, they are perfect on their own and don’t need much except great lighting.

If you’re using props, one or two will add a bit of context but not detract from your subject.

6. Include Pattern and Repetition in Your Food Photography
When you’re working in a minimalist style, you need to pay particular attention to the principles of composition. How you lay out 

your fruits and vegetables within your frame will have a big impact on your final result.

A couple of the most useful guidelines for adding interest to an image are pattern and repetition.

In the picture of the brussels sprouts below, I used both of these principles to add a sense of flow and movement to my image .

I cut open one of the brussels sprouts and placed it in a focal point area to create the greatest point of interest.

When using these principles, make sure that you leave some negative space. Images that are too busy with no area for the eye to 

momentarily rest will feel a little claustrophobic.

Be sure that you also break up the pattern in some way, or it will become monotonous.

There are various ways to create a break in pattern. You can use a break in color, shape, size, or texture. Where you place t his 

break is crucial.

You want to place it in one of the focal points or along intersecting the intersecting lines on the rule-of-thirds grid or phi grid.
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5. Choose Backdrops Following the Colour Wheel for Better 

Compositions
A colour wheel will tell you what colours work best together. It’ll help you make important choices in your props and backdrops.

The backdrops you choose in food photography matter greatly.

Backgrounds and surface colours that are too bright can detract from your subject. They should be chosen with respect to the 

mood you’re attempting to create, as well as in harmony with your chosen elements.

Cool and dark colours such as navy blue and black recede. Light or warm colours like yellow bring objects forward.

It’s best to stick with neutral or cool tones in your backdrops. Try blue, grey, brown, black, and white. But there are times when 

colours can really enhance a story.

Keep in mind that anything with an orange tone will be magnified by the camera. It can look really unappealing next to food. Put 

away that warm wood cutting board. Stick to something more neutral, like a deep espresso tone.

Colour combinations can be monochromatic, when they are tonal variations within a single hue.

This approach has its place. But using complementary colours is a particularly wonderful technique to apply to food photograp hy.
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These are colours that appear directly opposite each other on the colour wheel, such as red and green, or blue and orange.

The colour scheme you choose will in part be dictated by the fruit or vegetable that you’re shooting.

4. Use a Single Prop to Add Context to Your Image
When too many props are used in food photography, they detract the eye from the main subject.

Using a single prop can add context to your image. It can make a powerful difference without overwhelming the viewer.

This can be a knife, a bowl, or another object that might be used when preparing fruits and vegetables for cooking, like a co lander.

Choose a prop that complements your food and backdrop and makes sense in the scene. A spoon next to a cut open grapefruit 

makes sense. The same spoon paired with stalks of asparagus doesn’t.

When shopping for props, look for items that are unique, such as vintage or antique pieces. You can find these at thrift stor es for a 

fraction of the cost of new ones.

Vintage pieces tend to have a patina to them. This is an extra bonus, as the reduced glare will make them easier to shoot tha n 

shiny new pieces.

When choosing knives, make sure that they look sharp enough to actually cut vegetables!

3. Try Shooting Dark and Moody Fruit and Veg Photos

If you’re used to shooting light and airy food photography (or maybe your style is bright and bold) try something a little di fferent –

dark and moody food photography.

Darker shots with a lot of shadows are dramatic and mysterious and provide a different sense of atmosphere.
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Darker shots with a lot of shadows are dramatic and mysterious and provide a different sense of atmosphere.

These kind of shots make great kitchen prints because they tend to have more of a fine art appeal.

To achieve this striking look, have one light source. Use black foamcore to block the light and kick in shadows where you wan t 

them.

In this style of photography, you don’t need as much light hitting your set.

If you’re working with artificial light, then I recommend diffusing it. If you’re using natural light, you may not need to, d epending on 

its intensity.

Keep in mind that a dark style isn’t appropriate for every subject. Think about the purpose of your image and what you are tr ying 

to convey.

If you haven’t shot much in this style before, challenge yourself and see what you can come up with.

2. Try the Shoot in a Box Technique to Create Heavy Shadows
This is a little trick that is fun and easy to do. It gives fantastic results if you want that dark and moody style but struggle to achieve 

it.

All you need is an old wooden box and a three pieces of black cards for negative fill.

Place the cards around the box and leave one side open for your light source to hit your subject. Shoot your subject from abo ve. 

Preferably with your camera on a tripod with an extension arm.

You’ll have to play around with the height of the fill cards to get the shadows that you want.

This technique creates a lot of heavy shadows. It’s ideal for a single subject, like a bunch of grapes or a cabbage head.

1. Tell a Story to Capture the Viewer’s Attention
Another option to macro or minimalistic photographs is to shoot the opposite.

Pictures with various produce or several props can have a storytelling aspect to them that is intriguing to the viewer.

A narrative quality in an image evokes the viewer’s emotions and pulls them into the scene.

In the image below, the bowls and linen on a cutting board, the placement of the knife and sliced strawberry gives the idea t hat 

someone is in the middle of baking a pie.

If you’re using this approach, try putting an item or two on the edge of your scene. Like one of the bowls and the knife here .

Cropping them out a bit gives tension to the composition. It gives the idea that there is a larger scene going on that what t he 

viewer can see in the image.

Something else you can try is to photograph a variety of fruits and vegetables together at ninety degrees. The more elements you 

have, the harder the shot is to compose. Take the time to assess and adjust the placement of each subject on set.

This might even mean having to replace some wilting items by the time you are ready to shoot.
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This might even mean having to replace some wilting items by the time you are ready to shoot.

Conclusion
Shooting produce can be a great way to practice your composition and lighting skills. You won’t have to spend the extra time 

required to cook and style complicated dishes that will start to look bad after a few minutes in front of the camera.

Plus, fruit and vegetable photography is sought after. It can make an important addition to your online or stock portfolios.

From <https://expertphotography.com/vegetables-fruit-photography/> 

Fruit Photography Guide

Want to take fruit photography that looks yummy and appetizing? In this 

article, I will tell you how to choose the proper fruit photography equipment, 

lighting and give some useful tips and creative fruit photography ideas.

Contents:

Fruit photography tips •

Basic tips•

Types•

Lighting•

Equipment•

Photo editing freebies•

20 Fruit Photography Tips for Photographers

Fruit photography is a specific genre of food photography, which is used for 

commercial and creative purposes. If we treat fruit photography in a creative 

manner, it is commonly fruit still life photography or conceptual photos. 

Commercial fruit photography is aimed at reveling and showing specific 

properties of a product (e.g. juiciness, palatability). Most often, it is an 

advertisement for various drinks, where the buyer must identify the fruit with 

the drink itself. If you have never taken the photos of fruits, check out my 

basic food photography tips on how to bring the quality of your fruit 

photographs to a professional level.

1. Take Care of the Fruits Appearance

You may always edit your fruit photos in Photoshop, but it can be difficult for 

beginners to work with a rounded surface. So I recommend picking the perfect 

and fresh fruit to photograph. Choose impeccable fruits (the taste of which is 
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and fresh fruit to photograph. Choose impeccable fruits (the taste of which is 

not always as good as it seems).

2. Add Dynamics to Your Composition

Attempt to arrange your fruit carefully and in a certain order. If you wonder 

how to photograph fruit, for instance, a bowl of apples and pears, try to give 

each type of fruit the same space. Arrange them so that they are all placed at 

slightly different angles – accidentally, but in an organized way. If you have a small 

fruit bowl, consider using an odd number of items (three or five). It is based on the 

rule of odds, which states that people are more comfortable looking at odd groups of 

objects rather than even numbers (odd numbers are dynamic, while even numbers 

are static).
Need some inspiration? Check out these creative and surrealistic food 

photography ideas from professional photographers you can use to take 

beautiful photos.

3. Adjust Your Camera Manually

As soon as your objects are neatly placed, mount the camera on a tripod and 

select a small aperture so you may get a decent depth of field from the 

foreground to the background. Depending on the amount of light passing 

through this window, you can use a slow shutter speed (hence the tripod). 

Don't raise the ISO value. Your goal is to capture details, and higher ISO 

means increased digital noise and fuzziness of details.

4. Experiment with Composition
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When composing fruit photos, it is important to remember the rule of thirds. 

Try not to place objects precisely in the center of the frame without a strong 

necessity. Don't forget about other composition techniques, such as rhythm. 

Take numerous shots, try different versions of the composition, experiment, 

improvise with the composition and lighting. This will allow you to achieve 

interesting and unique shots.

I recommend you watching a course about Food Photography: A Recipe for 

Savory Success by Nicole Young where you will discover everything from 

photo gear to food styling techniques.

5. Choose the Background Carefully

As a background, you may use everything you can imagine. But you must 

remember that if the background is too colorful and diverse, it will interfere 

and distract the viewer from the plot of the picture. A solid wall, some fabric or 

paper can serve as a perfect background for a fruit photo. Of course, you may 

use specialized photo-backgrounds made of paper, non-woven fabric (the 

cheapest and most practical) or plastic, which is sold in photography stores.

6. Give Preference to Farmers' Markets
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While preparing for fruits and vegetable photography, I prefer to stay close to 

the source of the produce. You may visit farmers’ markets with hundreds of 

shops selling fruits and vegetables picked the same day, or even contact the 

specific farmers directly. Connection with the nearby farms is the best way to 

keep your products fresh, and hence, the freshness of images. It is also a 

great way to pick a wide variety of products in abundance. Most, if not all, 

fruits and vegetables from the local farmers are organic and look amazing in 

photos.

7. Keep Your Products Fresh

Each particular fruit or vegetable needs to be processed to look fresh. With 

herbs, I cut off their bottom and store them in a jar of water. This prevents 

them from getting limp before they have time to sink. As for the salad, before 

shooting I put it in the tub with ice water for it to look fresh. As for most fruits, I 

spray them with a mixture of 50/50 water and glycerin to give them a fresh 

and juicy look.

8. Simplicity Is the Key
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I have already mentioned a vast variety of decorative elements to enhance the 

composition, but in many cases, it is better to stick to minimalism. The colorful 

fruit with unique shape on a bright contrasting background calls for a simple 

composition. In this way, a picture of fruits will look more appealing and eye-

catching.

Read more about how the camera and lens work and how to take better fruit 

photos with studio and natural light. Make your food photos look yummy and 

juicy without spending much money on equipment.

READ BOOK NOW

9. Develop Your Own Style

Plenty of well-known fruit photography artists are recognized for their own 

peculiar style, for instance, black and white fruit photography. Their style is 

characterized by some dominant features which aren't found in other works. 

You start developing your style once you think about the subject, the 

arrangement and the decorations of a future shot. When you are satisfied with 

the result, you do your best to have a consistent look in all of your imagery. 

Soon, your taste will become more advanced and your one-of-a-kind style will 

be more noticeable in the photos.

10. Choose a Fruit Photography Type - Sliced

Many different ways of shooting fruits exist. You may enhance the most 

common fruit composition using props, change the scene or experiment with 
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common fruit composition using props, change the scene or experiment with 

shape and texture. Below, I have prepared four of the most interesting ways to 

add visual interest to your fruits images.

For sliced fruit photography, you may use any fruit that may be cut in a 

relatively neat way. Hard fruits are the easiest to use. Once you decide on the 

fruit, you need to determine how to cut it. Some fruits are too soft to be sliced. 

Some fruits look best when they are wet. If you want, you can spray some 

water to make them look fresh.

You can make fruit slices seem like they are soaring in the air. In most cases, 

I use toothpicks to fasten them. Later, the toothpicks will be removed during 

fruit photo editing. The best way to arrange fruits and toothpicks is to imagine 

how the composition will look when the toothpicks are removed. First, 

carefully add the toothpicks, balancing the fruit, then attach all the necessary 

slices.

11. Choose a Fruit Photography Type - Fizzy

It's no secret that the texture of the fruit pulp itself looks intriguing. The main 

thing is to display it in an appealing way to the viewer. Food stylists and fruit 
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thing is to display it in an appealing way to the viewer. Food stylists and fruit 

photography artists, who are fond of macro photography, shoot products or 

any objects in carbonated water. The subject is "covered" with air bubbles, 

which contributes to the image’s airiness, brightness and beauty.

Choose highly carbonated mineral water because it has larger and more 

durable bubbles. You may use a glass cup or a plastic box as a container, in 

which you are going to take a picture of fruit. It is convenient to use 

rectangular glass containers or shaped cans of dairy products. Of course, the 

containers should not leak and be sealed because the shoot may last from a 

few minutes to an hour or more.

12. Choose a Fruit Photography Type - Luminous

Romanian photographer from Bucharest, Radu Zaciu, made an experiment 

connected with fruits and vegetable photography using internal product 

illumination. He placed the lamp inside objects, which served as the main 

source of light for his series of "luminous" shots. This creative fruit 

photography project is called “The Light Inside.” It gives us a different 

perspective on what we eat. The process begins with making a hole in the 

vegetable or fruit, for example, with a drill. The hole should be large enough to 

insert the bulb. At the same time, you need to leave the pulp, which gives a 

special, unique color to the glow.
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Radu Zaciu worked with a variety of fruits and vegetables: kiwi, cauliflower, 

white cabbage, pineapple, potatoes, strawberries, pumpkins and others. For 

small ones – he brought into play the small light bulbs, for larger ones – 40W bulbs. 

The lighting was very weak, so the photographer shot in the pitch dark at long 

shutter speeds (more than ten seconds to properly expose objects). Radu Zaciu adds 

a bit of light for the leaves to capture them as well.

13. Choose a Fruit Photography Type - Conceptual

For the conceptual fruit photography type, you need to take two factors into 

account – personal creativity and props. Cubes of vegetables in the form of a Rubik's 

cube, banana as a shoe or a carrot instead of a lipstick – here you are limited only by 

your own ingenuity. It is important to use the props moderately because the main 

star of your shot is the fruit.

14. Set Proper Fruit Photography Lighting

Since a fruit typically has a round shape, the light bounces off of it, especially 

if the light is correct. By correct light, I mean the diffused and soft one, which 

works for the majority of photographed objects. The light coming from the 

window is definitely a way out. However, if you wish to take fantastic fruit 

photos, the sunlight shouldn't be direct and a window must have sufficient sun 

exposure. For the softer and more diffused light, it is recommended to hang a 

transparent curtain over the window.

Side Light
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In case you need to drastically alter your fruit photos, experiment with the 

direction of the light. I suggest you locate a fruit plate near the window for the 

object to be illuminated from the side. In this way, you will increase the quality 

of a picture. When you have one light source, the item will be greatly 

illuminated from one side, while the other one will be dark. By setting up 

sidelight, you can put emphasis on the texture of the fruit. All small elements 

and details of the surface are more noticeable if you stick to sidelight.

Front Light

This type of lighting is also commonly used. Position yourself with the camera 

in front of the window in such a way that the light comes straight from behind 

you. The light is supposed to strike the front of the fruit plate and, as a result, 

it will be even. Nevertheless, the front light is quite problematic, as it can make 

your fruits images flat. It means that the shot won't feature necessary 

highlights and shadows. In case of shooting with front light, a fruit might lose 

its appeal in the picture. It is explained by the fact that the items illuminated 

from the front will have concealed shadows behind them. These shadows add 

more dimension and reveal the texture of an object, so you don't want to hide 

them.

Back Light
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Last but not least, you may use backlight for your fruit food photography. 

Many food photography enthusiasts prefer this type of lighting, as it produces 

outlined highlights along the edges of the elements. Still, there may be some 

difficulties. For instance, backlit items result either in a dim background with 

properly lit objects or a bright background with dark, barely visible objects in a 

shot. Still, if you opt for backlight, I recommend investing in a reflector which 

will throw light on the shadows and an object won't turn out to be 

underexposed.

From <http://fixthephoto.com/fruit-photography.html> 

Dig deep enough, and you’ll find some truly bizarre stories about what food 
stylists and photographers have done to get beautiful pictures of fruits and 
vegetables. They’ve applied lipstick to fresh berries to make them look redder 
and spritzed on some deodorant to make them shine. One stylist has even 
copped to sewing extra pieces of fruit onto trees to make them look more 
bountiful.

In honor of the spring season, we asked six expert food photographers to tell 
us their secrets for capturing fresh produce. Turns out, the trick isn’t covering 
up mistakes; it’s making sure they don’t happen in the first place. Follow their 
tips, and chances are you’ll never have to use lipstick, deodorant, or a sewing 
needle on a shoot.

1. “To make a good food photos, it is crucial 

that the product itself fascinate and inspire”

Natasha Breen
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Image by Natasha Breen 

Any food photographer spends a significant part of his life picking up quality 
products. I cannot buy just general onions; I will be always checking if the 
onion fits well with my plan. Sometimes, I can buy a product, and I want to 
shoot it straight away. You should not postpone the shooting of fresh 
groceries; the greens and vegetables quickly rot and lose their natural beauty.

Pink Tiger lemons were released just recently at the market, and I immediately 
purchased them and made some photos. It took me a while to figure out the 
way how to cook them, since I am not the kind of person who will throw the 
food away after shooting. I made jam.

Exotic fruits and vegetables are truly inspiring; however, I can make a 
good set with just two onions. To make a good food photos, it is crucial that 
the product itself fascinate and inspire the photographer. The product need not 
be ideal or perfect, but it should definitely appeal to you.

Image by Natasha Breen 

You can sprinkle some water on the vegetables, and it will create beautiful 
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You can sprinkle some water on the vegetables, and it will create beautiful 
watery surface that will nicely reflect the light. If you cut some of the products, 
it will make the photo more complex.

If you need to keep greens fresh, you can put them into mason jar and put it in 
the fridge. A good choice of backgrounds, textures, and stage accessories 
highly affect the quality of food photography.

2. “Visiting farmers markets is a great way to 

find a broad range of produce choices”

Arina P Habich

Image by Arina P Habich 

Photographing live produce can be a challenging thing to do, given the need 
to actually capture the essence of what makes fresh fruits and vegetables so 
appealing to the human eye. Whether it’s out in the field, or using produce in 
the studio, many bad things can happen to spoil a whole photoshoot. But I 
have found multiple ways to ensure that this doesn’t happen.

When out in the field, I prefer staying close to the source of the produce-
whether it be visiting farmers markets with hundreds of shops selling fruits and 
veggies picked the same day, or even going directly to said farmers. Getting 
in touch with your local produce farms is the best way to keep the 
produce fresh and the images fresher.

Visiting farmers markets is a great way to find a broad range of produce 
choices, and in great abundance. Plus, the produce isn’t just smoke and 
mirrors. Most, if not all, fruits and veggies from your local farmer are organic 
and look amazing on the camera.
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Image by Arina P Habich 

Capturing produce in its natural state, fresh off the farm, can be the most 
appealing. Cutting out the middleman, be it the supermarket or the farmers 
market, will mean a lot for produce’s appearance. Being handled by hands 
and trucks or being stacked at markets can prove unhealthy for both the fruit 
and your shoot, with the possibility of bruises and cuts in more fragile foods.

However, getting your hands dirty isn’t the only way to keep the produce 
looking fresh. Photographing produce in a studio scenario can prove to be 
harder than in action. The greatest way to combat this is by using powerful 
lenses. Using macro lenses, I can better capture the fine details of fruits and 
vegetables. Also, one of the handiest of tricks that I employ is a spray bottle 
full of water. Misting vegetables is not only healthy for them, but it also looks 
good on camera. Water makes things look more fresh, and it definitely makes 
food look more appealing to the eye.

3. “Spend a bit of extra time picking out your 

produce”

Tiffany Egbert

Image by Tiffany Egbert 

My first tip would be spend a bit of extra time picking out your produce. If your 
city has a farmers market, go there first. Since it is straight from the farm, you 
will hopefully find the freshest, most beautiful produce and maybe a bit more 
of a variety than you would be able to find at a normal grocery store. If you 
don’t have a farmers market near you, try a specialty grocery store like Whole 
Foods or Sprouts.
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Image by Tiffany Egbert 

If you have no specialty grocery stores or farmers markets, no problem! Just 
spend some extra time finding the photogenic pieces with the least blemishes. 
My next tip is to buy more than you think you will need, as some foods tend to 
loose their luster after time. Especially watch out for leafy greens, as they can 
become wilted quickly. My final tip is to wash down all of your produce right 
before you shoot. Even if you are blotting everything dry, the produce 
will look fresh and hydrated if it has just had a nice bath.

4. “I like investigate the relations between 

the colors, texture, contrast, and patterns in 

the stack”

Elena Dijour
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Image by Elena Dijour 

I live in Paris, and French markets are great place to see and photograph local 
organic (and more exotic) produce. The famous French “art de vivre” (art of 
living) can be felt in this environment.
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Image by Elena Dijour 

The stalls are colorful and nicely arranged, so you need only to choose the 
one that is talking to you. I like investigate the relations between the colors, 
texture, contrast, and patterns in the stack, so I do many close-up shots. My 
photos mostly are not staged, and they are done with natural lighting. That’s 
the best way to capture the unique market atmosphere.

5. “I never settle for subpar ingredients”

Brent Hofacker
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Image by Brent Hofacker 

I always start by trying to find and pick fruits and veggies that are in season. 
This leads to the best looking produce without many headaches. While 
shopping for produce I make sure to select the best looking fruit and 
vegetables that I can find, and sometimes this means I go to five different 
grocery stores and markets until I find something that will look great when 
photographed. I never settle for subpar ingredients.

Image by Brent Hofacker 

Each specific fruit or vegetable needs its own treatment to stay looking fresh. 
With herbs, I cut off the bottom and store them in a jar with water until I am 
ready to shoot them. This keeps them from going limp before they make it to 
set. For lettuce, I shock it in a bath of ice water before shooting so it looks 
perky and fresh. And for most fruit, I spray them with a 50/50 mixture of water 
and glycerin to give them a fresh and juicy look.

6. “Don’t pretend to be a stylist if you’re not. 

Just let the food shine through”

Brian Yarvin
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Image by Brian Yarvin 

The trick is that there are no tricks and the secret is that there are no secrets. 
That being said, there are guidelines worth remembering. First and foremost, 
make friends with local farmers. They’ll happily tell you the best time to get 
quality produce.

Image by Brian Yarvin 

Second, let food tell the story. There’s no need to decorate the set with fancy 
props and arrangements. Another way of looking at this? Don’t pretend to be 
a stylist if you’re not. Just let the food shine through.

From <https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/photo-tips-fruits-vegetables> 
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From <https://www.dandad.org/awards/impact/2016/industry-evolution/304/inglorious-fruits-and-veg/> 

From <https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2004/graphic-
design/13862/fruit-and-veg-stamps/> 

Letters out of fruit and vegetables

From <https://www.google.ch/search?
q=how+to+make+letters+out+of+vegetables&tbm=isch&source=univ&safe=active&sa=X&ved=
2ahUKEwiK8o_A09TiAhVLyKYKHZqoA_oQsAR6BAgEEAE> 

From <https://www.google.ch/search?
q=how+to+make+letters+out+of+vegetables&tbm=isch&source=univ&safe=active&sa=X&ved=
2ahUKEwiK8o_A09TiAhVLyKYKHZqoA_oQsAR6BAgEEAE> 

From <https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/alphabet-fresh-vegetables-fruits-isolated-on-1049135564?src=7qfvJiQ4_
5ED2CS2aqY3ow-1-33> 
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From <https://www.google.ch/search?
safe=active&q=letters+out+of+fruit+and+vegetables&tbm=isch&source=univ&sa=X&ved=
2ahUKEwi5k7ae39TiAhWtyKYKHZILAAsQsAR6BAgFEAE&biw=2243&bih=750> 

Award winning shots

From <https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/4xq5bq/color-draining-fruit-vegetable-photos> 
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From <https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/4xq5bq/color-draining-fruit-vegetable-photos> 

From <https://civileats.com/2016/01/13/these-photos-could-change-the-way-you-look-at-fruits-and-vegetables/> 
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